The use of conventional video tracking based on color or gray-level videos often raises concerns about the privacy of the tracked targets. To alleviate this issue, this paper presents a novel tracker that operates solely from depth data. The proposed tracker is designed as an extension of the popular Struck algorithm which leverages the effective framework of structural SVM. The main contributions of our paper are: i) a dedicated depth feature based on local depth patterns, ii) a heuristic for handling view occlusions in depth frames, and iii) a technique for keeping the number of the support vectors within a given "budget" so as to limit computational costs. Experimental results over the challenging Princeton Tracking Benchmark (PTB) dataset report a remarkable accuracy compared to the original Struck tracker and other state-of-the-art trackers using depth and RGB data.
Introduction
The aim of video tracking is to extract the trajectories of a chosen set of targets. However, given that tracking is typically performed on color or gray-level video, it also allows the identification of the tracked targets in many cases. While this is desirable in video surveillance scenarios, it may prove inappropriate in applications where privacy is paramount such as patient monitoring in hospitals and care facilities. Even if post-processing can be applied to obfuscate personal traits, the collection of appearance data in the first instance poses a potential threat to privacy that has to be balanced with the needs for operation and security.
In recent years, the release of sensors such as Microsoft Kinect has made it possible to acquire depth videos inexpensively. A significant trend in tracking research has become the use of depth data in addition to RGB data to disambiguate occlusions and overcome illumination artifacts [4, 17, 25] . However, the possibility to perform general tracking solely from depth videos has received only partial attention to date. The challenges posed by pure depth tracking are major since conventional trackers rely on the targets' appearance and texture to provide correct data association. While in many applications it is possible to successfully fit and track skeletal models on depth data (see, for all, Shotton et al. [22] ), skeletal tracking is mostly designed for interaction with co-operative human users and is prone to failure in the presence of severe view occlusions. For these reasons, the aim of this paper is to investigate tracking of a generic target's global motion based on depth data alone.
One of the most popular approaches for video tracking is known as tracking-bydetection [1, 3, 6, 10, 11, 26] . Its main idea is to frame tracking as a target classification problem and learn the classifier in an online and unsupervised manner. In this category, the Struck tracker from Hare et al. [12] has recently attracted much attention since it leverages the efficient, discriminative framework of structural SVM and has reported a remarkable accuracy in a number of evaluations [14, 24, 31] . Its main rationale is to use patches of the video frames as the support vectors of an SVM, maintaining the set dynamically and within a "budget" so as to not compromise real-time operation. For these reasons, we have decided to adopt it as the base for our depth tracker. However, in initial tests with depth video, Struck showed some limitations that motivated the extensions that are the focus of this paper.
One of the main challenges in tracking from depth data is the design of features effective at tracking single targets through severe occlusions. In our experiments, existing features such as appearance histograms and Haar features did not seem as effective as they are on RGB data. For this reason, the first contribution of this paper is a novel depth descriptor based on the recently proposed local depth patterns [35] . Another significant challenge in tracking-by-detection is the efficient update of the target's classifier. As frames get processed, Struck applies heuristic rules to update the set of support vectors that define the detector. Such a set must respect a budget, i.e., an upper bound on the number of vectors, to ensure real-time performance. In an initial evaluation of Struck on depth videos, we have noticed a rapid proliferation of support vectors possibly due to the typical distributions and range of depth values. Therefore, in this paper, we propose to curb the number of support vectors by techniques inspired by prototype selection approaches [21] . These approaches have proven effective and flexible in many other domains and in this paper we show how they lead to improvements in tracking accuracy. As last contribution, we introduce a simple heuristic allowing to resolve target occlusions caused by static objects and other targets. An initial version of this work was published as a short conference paper at ACM Multimedia 2015 [2] : in this journal extension, we i) introduce the concept of prototype selection for the budget maintenance of the SVM classifier, ii) extend the experimental analysis to explore the main factors of influence for performance such as the search radius and budget size and iii) expand the experimental discussion with comparative cases of success and failure. In addition, all materials are presented together in a self-contained presentation.
Experiments have been carried out over two datasets: a simulated hospital environment created by these authors, and the recent Princeton Tracking Benchmark (PTB) [25] . The first dataset consists of depth videos from staged visits to a patient lying on a hospital bed.
The second dataset consists of 95 depth and RGB videos varying in target type (humans, animals and non-deformable objects), scene type, presence of occlusion and bounding box distribution. Figure 1 displays samples of depth frames from these two datasets. The experimental results show the remarkable improvements obtained with the proposed extensions and the competitive performance against state-of-the-art trackers.
Related work
Since their inception, consumer depth cameras have found increasing adoption in computer vision and multimedia. The widespread availability of depth data has led to the proposal of several dedicated features which, in most cases, are adaptations of pre-existing appearance features. For instance, [18] has proposed the HON4D feature which is a histogram of oriented 4D normals suitable for recognizing activities from depth video. Xia and Aggarwal have proposed a modification of the popular STIP detector and descriptor in [32] . In [15] , the authors have proposed a simple range-depth feature computed around the location of skeletal joints. In [35] , Zhao et al. have introduced a depth-based version of local binary patterns [19] . In addition to these works on features, depth data have found significant use as an additional modality for tracking: for instance, [33] leverages point-cloud clustering of depth pixels; [4, 17] use depth-based hierarchical clustering for tracking both individuals and groups; while [25] have used the depth information to resolve occlusions between targets. Following [25, 35] , in this paper we propose to adopt a dense local descriptor aggregating depth values from the target's area.
In machine learning, an important problem is the learning of a classifier under a "budget" constraint, aiming at speeding up both the training and the classification [23] . This problem is even more urgent in tracking-by-detection where the online learning of the classifier must be performed within real-time constraints. In the case of SVM, the budget constraint limits the number of support vectors that can be used in the classifier. The general strategy for adding a support vector is to add it at its first appearance, while the decision to remove it is more critical and arbitrary. Therefore, several approaches have been proposed for removal: [7, 28] remove samples based on a random selection; [9] removes the oldest support vectors; while [8, 29, 30] and also Struck [12] remove the support vector that causes the minimum L 2 norm change to the SVM primal model. In this work, we have decided to follow a different approach based on the notion of prototype selection [21] . The most common use of prototypes is for the embedding of non-vectorial objects such as strings, sets and graphs. Prototypes are typically selected from a given object set based on various centrality or uniformity measures [21] . In this paper, we have decided to evaluate three different prototype selectors to remove the support vector that is possibly the most redundant or otherwise an outlier inside the current set. The experimental results presented in Section 5 show the effectiveness of this approach.
The Struck tracker: overview
The Struck tracker was proposed in [12] as a principled improvement to tracking-bydetection approaches. It leverages the framework of structural SVM [27] to provide a prediction for the movement of a target, y, from its current position, p t . By noting as x t the frame at time t, Struck provides the prediction as the inference of a generalized linear model:ȳ
where feature function φ(x t , y) computes a feature vector from a patch of pixels inside frame x t centred at position p t + y, and product w φ(x t , y) assigns it a score. In other terms, w φ(x t , y) is a joint model for the displacement and appearance of a target. The challenge with maintaining the parameter vector, w, is that it has to be adapted at every new frame and in an unsupervised manner. This is achieved by framing this learning problem as a structural SVM objective and providing a heuristic for its online update. The structural SVM primal objective is expressed as:
The objective in (2) is the standard SVM primal objective balancing an upper bound over the empirical loss, N i=1 ξ i , with a regularization term, w 2 /2. For brevity of notations, x i notes the feature vector associated with displacement y i . The constraints in (2) impose that the score assigned to the true displacement of the target, y i , is greater than that assigned to any other displacement, y = y i , by an amount decided by a chosen loss function, (y i , y). At its turn, the loss function is set to reflect the overlap between two bounding boxes centred, respectively, on the target's true location, y i , and predicted location, y: Figure 2 shows the main steps of Struck. The challenges with the SVM problem in (2) are that the actual ground truth is unknown, and that the model requires updating at every new frame. To this aim, Struck predicts the ground-truth labeling of a new sample, y i , based on the current model, and uses a heuristic to select samples and labelings for the weight updates that we briefly describe in the following. As shown in [12] , the primal SVM objective (2) can be turned into this equivalent dual problem: The solver for (4) is an SMO (sequential minimal optimization) algorithm that sequentially selects a sample, x i , and a pair of its β coefficients for update [20] . The two chosen coefficients, renamed as β 
Extensions for depth tracking
In this section, we present the proposed extensions to Struck consisting of a novel depth descriptor (Section 4.1), a technique for support vector removal based on prototype selection (Section 4.2), and an occlusion handling procedure (Section 4.3).
Local depth features for tracking
In this work, we have decided to explore a local depth feature recently proposed for activity recognition in depth video. The feature, called local depth pattern (LDP), resembles the popular local binary patterns [19] in that it computes differences between cells of a local patch [35] . While this feature has proved effective for activity recognition, its performance for tracking cannot be anticipated since these two tasks rely on very different characteristics of the target. To form our tracking feature (named LDP for tracking, or LDPT for short), we divide the target's bounding box into an H D × V D grid of LDPs. As values for H D and V D, we typically select 3 and 4, respectively. At its turn, each LDP contains a 3 × 3 grid of cells. Given that the bounding box has variable size, the size in pixels of the LDP and its cells adjust accordingly. The value of each LDP is obtained by concatenating the differences between the average depth of each of its cells with every other. Therefore, the total size of the LDPT feature is:
for a total of 432 dimensions. Algorithm 1 shows the detailed steps for computing an LDPT feature.
Support vector removal based on prototype selection
Given a set of vectors or non-vectorial objects and a distance over them, prototype selection aims to find the sub-set of the objects that maximizes chosen properties such as the centrality in the set, uniform spread of the prototypes, proximity to the set boundaries and others. In our case, we aim to use prototype selection to determine the positive support vector (i.e., an estimated target) that is the most "disposable" according to these properties. In particular, we evaluate three different selection strategies, namely the median, centre and marginal support vectors [21] :
where d(i, j ) represents the distance between two positive support vectors, sv i and sv j . The median support vector is defined as the support vector minimizing the sum of the distances from the remaining vectors, while the centre support vector minimizes the maximum distance from them. Both these selection strategies aim to remove a support vector that is "central" in the pool and therefore less likely to prove discriminative. On a different rationale, the marginal support vector maximizes the sum of the distances from the other vectors, and we remove it under the assumption that it may prove an outlier. The chosen distance also plays an important role in the selection: to this aim, we have evaluated three distances: 
Occlusion handling
View occlusions from static objects and other targets are likely the main challenge of tracking. While the weakness of depth data is their lack of appearance features, their strength is the possibility to provide reliable target discrimination based on their distance from the camera. Therefore, in the proposed tracker we have built an occlusion detector that flags an occlusion whenever the depth of the candidate target, d t , differs from its historical average, d avg , more than a given threshold θ . This threshold is set in centimeters (to 50 cm) so as to have a uniform threshold value across the entire depth range. The measurements are computed at the centre of the respective bounding boxes and the historical average is maintained as a running average of update coefficient λ, updated only in the absence of detected occlusions: Figure 3a and b show examples of successful occlusion handling in a video from our hospital simulation dataset and a challenging basketball video from the PTB dataset. The videos with the full results can be visualized from Dropbox. 1 
Experiments

Datasets
The proposed tracker has been evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively using a hospital simulation dataset collected by these authors and the recent Princeton Tracking Benchmark (PTB) dataset [25] . Our hospital simulation dataset consists of 26 depth videos that stage simulated visits to a patient lying on a hospital bed. These videos are characterized by ample back-and-forth target movement and static occlusions and have been used for qualitative evaluation only. 2 The work on the hospital environment was motivated by a collaboration with clinical researchers from the Intensive Care Unit of Sydney's Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, who provided guidance on the simulation and set the privacy requirement for the video footage. The PTB dataset was released as part of an ICCV 2013 publication to offer a unified, challenging benchmark for tracking in RGB and depth data. It consists of 95 videos varying in target type (humans, animals and substantially rigid objects such as toys and human faces), level of background clutter (plain living rooms, cafes, sport courts etc), and type of occlusions (different durations, appearance changes during occlusions, similarity between targets and occluders etc). The dataset comes accompanied by an evaluation website. 3 managed by the benchmark's authors which allows for an unbiased accuracy evaluation. The evaluation protocol considers three types of tracking errors: Type I errors that occur when the target is visible, but the tracker's output is far off from the target (wrong detections); Type II errors that occur when the target is invisible but the tracker still outputs a bounding box (false detections); Type III errors that occur when the target is visible but the tracker fails to produce any output (missed detections). Accuracy figures are divided by target type, target size, movement, occlusion and motion type.
Experimental results
Our experiments aim to compare the proposed tracker with the original Struck tracker and other state-of-the art trackers. The qualitative evaluation on the hospital simulation dataset is generally very positive, with the target (a visiting clinician) successfully tracked in all videos. The original Struck tracker instead tends to lose the target in the presence of large static occlusions. The quantitative evaluation on the PTB dataset provides the test-bed for a rigorous and current performance analysis. Table 1 , top part, reports the accuracy comparison for the proposed depth tracker against other trackers using only depth data. These include Struck with different types of features and a tracker based on HOG features [25] . The results in Table 1 show that the proposed tracker outperforms the other trackers in 7 categories out of 11. The introduction of the LDTP feature alone achieves an average accuracy improvement of 7 percentage points over Struck with the best feature (histogram; 0.51 % vs 0.44 %). The addition of the proposed prototype selection approach together with the occlusion handling heuristic achieves a further improvement of 2 percentage points.
For comparison, the bottom part of Table 1 reports the performance of trackers using RBG data. The proposed tracker outperforms Struck operating on RGB data in almost every category (10 out of 11). This result is remarkable in that it shows that depth tracking with suitable features can outperform RGB tracking at a parity of targets and scenes. In turn, this proves that depth tracking is a viable approach to tracking under privacy-preserving operating conditions. It is also important to add that the performance of Struck on RGB data was reported in [25] as the best out of a pool of popular trackers including TLD [16] , CT [34] , MIL [3] , semi-B [10] and VTD [13] . The only RGB tracker that outperforms our depth tracker in a few categories is the tracker proposed by the authors of the benchmark itself (OF tracker, Table 1 ). Remarked improvements over depth tracking alone is only achieved by fusion of depth and RGB information (RGBD tracker, Table 1 ). Figure 4 shows cases of success and failure for the proposed tracker and the original Struck tracker. Figure 4a shows a case where Struck wrongly swaps the target with another passer-by due to a temporary occlusion. In the same case (Fig. 4b) , the proposed tracker continues to track correctly thanks to the effective detection and handling of the occlusion. Figure 4a shows a failure from the proposed tracker due to the sudden fast motion of the target (a small dog). Since the model is a joint model for the movement and appearance of the target, abrupt changes are the main potential cause of failure. The same sequence shows that the proposed tracker withstands another major occlusion around frame 30.
To explore the sensitivity to parameters, Fig. 5a compares the accuracy achieved using different features as a function of the search radius for the target. The search radius determines the maximum distance over which the displacements are computed, and in this experiment it has been made vary between 10 and 50 in steps of 10 while leaving all the other parameters unchanged. The plot shows that the highest accuracy for every value of the search radius is achieved with the proposed LDPT features. The accuracy shows no increase beyond a radius of 30 which is a desirable result given that the computational time increases with larger radii. Likewise, Fig. 5b compares the accuracy achieved using different features as a function of the budget size. In this experiment, the budget size has been made vary between 30 and 120 in steps of 10 while, again, leaving all the other parameters unchanged. Figure 5b shows that also in this case the proposed features achieve the highest accuracy for every value in the range, with a maximum for a budget size of 100. These results further validate the usefulness and operational robustness of the proposed approach.
Eventually, Table 2 shows a comparison of the average accuracy for different prototype selection techniques in combination with different support vector distances. The results show that the use of weighted distances is generally preferable and that the distance with the square root of the weights' product, d s , achieves the best accuracy in combination with the centre-based prototype selection.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed various extensions to the popular Struck tracker to improve its tracking performance on depth videos. The extensions include a dedicated depth feature based on local depth patterns, a heuristic for handling occlusions in depth frames, and a technique for maintaining the number of support vectors within a given budget to limit computational costs. The experimental results over the challenging Princeton Tracking Benchmark show that:
-the lack of appearance information typical of depth videos has not proved a major impediment for achieving an interesting tracking accuracy. Rather, in the experiments tracking from depth data has outperform tracking from RGB data at a parity of targets and scene (Table 1) ; -the proposed tracker has achieved a higher accuracy than existing results on depth data in 7 categories of the benchmark out of 11, and on average (Table 1) ; -The proposed extensions have lead to an average improvement of 9 percentage points over Struck with the best feature ( Table 1) . Amongst the various prototype selection methods and distances, centre-based selection and the distance weighted by the square root of the vectors' weights have reported the best accuracy ( Table 2) .
On a more general note, the depth frames from our simulated hospital scenario displayed in Figs. 1 and 3 confirm that depth data do not disclose significant identification clues of the targets. We expect this to prove a key factor for acceptance of real-time monitoring in privacy-sensitive environments.
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